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1. The Diagram of Connection the iON Pro Terminal via CANlog

The iON Pro terminal is connected to CANlog via the RS485-RS232 interface converter. CANlog is connected 
to a vehicle through CAN bus and then transmits data via RS232 interface. The terminal receives this data from 
the converter via RS485 interface. To connect to CANlog, use an optional Microfit 8 interface connector.

Note that the CANlog connection diagram and the program number to a specific vehicle model need to be 
received from the CANlog manufacturer.

Fig. 1. The diagram of connection the iON Pro terminal via CANlog P145
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2. Setting Up the iON Pro Terminal

After plugging the vehicle (vehicle CAN bus)-CANlog-iON Pro junction, it is required to set up the 
terminal to receive data from CANlog. Plug the terminal into a computer and open the configuration manager 
(  Conf_iRZ.exe).

1  In the Settings mode go to the RS485 tab and select the value of 9600 in the RS485 speed #2 option 
(RS485 interface speed), and in Interface #2 operating mode select CAN-LOG.

Click Set Up to save changes.

Fig. 2. Settings, the RS485 tab
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Next you need to make sure that connection is correct and CANlog data is received by the terminal with 
the vehicle engine being started.

2  In the Diagnostics mode click the CAN_LOG tab and make sure that the Value column in the CAN_LOG 
data table is not empty – it must have at least some values displayed. For example, as it is illustrated in Figure 
3.

Fig. 3. Diagnostics, the CAN_LOG tab
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If the terminal receives data via CANlog, it indicates that connection is correct. It only remains to 
customize what data the user is intended to receive and process on the side of the server.

3  In the Settings mode click the CAN_LOG tab and select the data required to be received in the Stored 
data setting section.

For this purpose, check the required boxes. In addition, you can set the period to save data from CANlog 
by inputting the number (seconds) in the Data saving time option. Click Set Up to save changes.

When configuring data, take into account that the more parameters are saved by the terminal and the less 
the period is, the more data is transmitted by it.

Fig. 4. Settings, the CAN_LOG tab


